
APPENDIX A 
Model 3321 Specifications 

A.1 MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS 

Kinds of Parameters 

Q: Quality factor fquality of dwuit~ 

AUTO: Selects the main parameters. rubparameters and equivalent 
circuit.5 automatically. 

D: Dissipation factor (= tan 6 = 1 /Q) 

L: Self-inductance (unit: H. henry) 
c: Capacitance (I$: F, farad) 

ESR: Equivaient series resistance (unit: CU 

I Z 1: Magnitude of impedance (unit: nj 
There are series and parallel measuring modes for each of L. C and R. 

-Sub-parameters 

6: Parallel conductance (unit: S. riemens; l/R: Mho) 
8: Phase angle of impedance (“tit: degree) 

- Equivalent Circuits 
AUTO: *utomatiic se,ection 
SER: Series 
PAR: Parallel 

* Automatic Parameter Selection 
Parameters can be automatically selected by the phase angle of imped- 
allce. 
8=+90°i45’+L-Q 
t3=-PO”i45”+C-D 
e=Cxherthantheab.ne+ 121 -0 

-Automatic Selection of Equivalent Circuits 
Equivalentcircuitscanbeautomaticallyselected bythevaiueand phase 
angle of impedance, and the combination of parameters. 

Conditions for Selection / Conditions for Selection 
of Series Mode of Puallel Mode 

L, c -EsR I L.C -G 
L,C(IZI S1U-J) -aD L,C(IZI >Ikrt) -Q,D 
IZI -e 

Displayed Resolution 
4,,2 digits (19999 max) 
D and Q Resolution: 0.0001 min 
~3 Resolution: 0.01” 

Measuring (display) Range 
IZl,ESR:O.l~to19.9%‘MR 
c: O.OOlpF to 199.99mF 
L: O.lnH to 19.999kH 
Q 0: 0.0001 to 19999 
G: 0.001ps to ,99.9?x 
8: -180.00” to 1179.99’ 
These ranger are dependent on the frequency. measurmg range. and 
phase an@e of impedance. 

Accuracy 
Accrrray Guarantee Conditions 
* warm-up time: 30 minutes. 
* Ambient temperahlre and humidity: 23” Y-C. 290% RH 
*Zero correction: Performed under the above conditions. 
. Calibration period: 12 months. 
Accuracy of I Z I and 8 

For0.2l2s IZI <ZOMR,seeTableA-I. 
For I Z I < 0.2n. see Table A-2. 
For I Z I >20Mn, see Table A-3. 

1. When a measurement is made at twice tine frequency, the measured 
value may deviate beyond the accuracy range due to interaction with 
line frequency 

2. When the operating temperature is 5”4O”C, add the value shown in 
Table A-4 to that in Table A-l. Double the values shown in Table A-2 
and A-3. 

3. Tables A-l through A-3 show the worst case value in each Impedance 
range. Obtain the correct accuracy in the following ranges by linear 
interpolation: 

. 121 =lMtoZOMn 
In this range, as impedance increases, accuracy decreases. 
accl: Accuracy shown in one range below the range including a Z in 
Table A-l. 
acc2: Accuracy (worst case value) shown in the range including a Z in 
Table A-l. 

. I z I = 0.2 to 2n 
In this range, as impedance decreases, accuracy decreases. 
xc,: Accuracy ~i\.oist case value1 shown in the range lncludlng a z 1” 
Table A-l. 

Specifications subject to change without notice. 



NoteJ Cont.: 
am2 Accuracy shown in one range above the range including a Z in 
Table A-I. 

XC = [xc1 CT.2 - 2) + acc2 (Z - 21)) , (z2 - Z,) 

Z: Magnitude of measured impedance (measured value) 
21: Lower limit valueof each impedance range in Table A-l. 
22: Upper Limit value of each impedance range in Table A-I. 
xc Measuring accuracy of impedance Z ( I Z I is displayed by %, and e 
by degree.) 
accl: Measuting accuracy of impedance ZI 
ad: Measuring accuracy of impedance of 22 

When obtaining the accuracy in the ambient temperature ranging from 
SWOT, add each corresponding value in Table A-4 to accl and xc2 in 
advance. 
l When level = 50mV mu, accuracy is not guaranteed in the following 

ranges. 
IZI >20MR 
I2 I 2 2MO and frequency = IWlcHz 
IZI co.2f-l 

Acmacy of ESR and G 
In the case of Q < O., CD > 10). use the accuracy of I Z I : 

IESRI = IZl 
IGI =I,121 

Accuracy of I. and C 
In the case of Q > IO (D < 0.1). use the accuracy of / Z I : 

IZ1 
L=-.-- 

2nf 

1 
C=-...-.- 

2xf izi 

where f is the test frequency in Hr. 
Refer to Figure A-I, Conversion from LC to I Z I 

Accuracy of D and Q 
In case D<<l (Qx.1). w the foIIwing equations: 

Accuracy of D = i(O.0175 x e accuracy (de@) 
Accuracy of Q = k(O.0175 x e accuracy fdeg) x Q3 

In my parameter, add the *l/2 count, i.e., half of the resolution to the 
displayed value as actual accuracy. 
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